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Abstract—Due to the continuous increase of airport
traffic, there is the need to improve the safety of ve-
hicle ground movements in the different airport areas
and to improve also the efficiency of airport operations:
several tens to hundreds of ground vehicles are shar-
ing areas with the normal air traffic. The CLESTA
project contributes to the solution of this problem by
developing a new low-cost and modular platform with
three components, namely, on-board system, communi-
cation network and ground system. The paper presents
the platform architecture focussing into its innovative
characteristics to provide, in an airport environment,
the surveillance, control and guidance services for the
airport main actors. This project led by M3 Systems,
in partnership with TeSA and ENAC laboratories, and
Intuilab company, aims at designing and deploying
a positioning system for airport ground vehicles with
service messages transmitted via a Wireless Network
(Wifi, WiMax, ...) deployed outside in the airport area.
In this context, technical objectives of the project con-
sist in developing the software required for transmit-
ting and processing of the service messages.

Index Terms—Wi-Fi, Satellite Radionavigation, Ge-
ographical information systems, Airport traffic control.

I. I NTRODUCTION

THE continuous growth of air traffic leads to an
escalating number of accidents and incidents on

airport surface movements. In case of bad meteo-
rological conditions or low visibility, since the sur-
veillance and control of movements are mainly based
on the ”see and be seen” principle, airport operators
have little or no knowledge of ground surface traf-
fic, thus leading to ground movement hazards. The
safety of vehicles in the airport area and the efficiency
of their movements are therefore seen as major is-
sues by airport operators as the air traffic growth im-
plies an increase of the number of vehicles that pro-
vide services to aircraft on stand/ gate or parking.
The CLESTA (Local Complement for Airport Traf-

fic Surveillance and Alerting) project, presently sup-
ported by the DRIRE (Regional Headship of Indus-
try, Research and Environment) of the Midi-Pyréńees
Region (France) under the VANS call for projects
(Valuation of Satellite Navigation Applications), con-
tributes to the solution of this problem. Its main ob-
jectives are to improve airport users safety on all the
areas of the airport and to improve the efficiency of
operations. These objectives are achieved by provid-
ing reliable and essential information obtained from
the vehicles location to the airport operators. It re-
quires the development of a low-cost platform for the
surveillance, control and management of the airport
vehicles, which implements the recommendations of
Eurocontrol for Advanced Surface Movement Guid-
ance and Control Systems (A-SMGCS). The platform
relies on the GPS/EGNOS satellite navigation system
for providing the position of the vehicles and on in-
novative communication technologies for an airport
environment. The platform has three main compo-
nents, namely, an on-board system in each vehicle,
a central ground system and wireless communication
network. The on-board system has a human-machine
interface (HMI) to interact with the driver and capa-
bilities to communicate with the ground system. The
ground system runs the appropriate software to sup-
ply the relevant geographical, surveillance and alert-
ing information to the operators via a HMI. The wire-
less communication network is a key element in the
platform, as it allows the integration of the on-board
systems and the ground system in the CLESTA plat-
form. CLESTA will be deployed for validation at
the Toulouse/Blagnac airport in France, which, by in-
ternational standards, is a medium-size airport. Sec-
tion 2 of the paper will present the description of the
general architecture of the system, describing the ar-
chitecture of the on-board and ground systems and
will be followed in section 3 by the description of
the CLESTA services. Section 4 will present the de-



ployment of the Wi-Fi network in the airport area and
some conclusions will be drawn in section 5.

II. GENERAL ARCHITECTURE OF THE PLATFORM

The CLESTA platform consists of three main com-
ponents: on-board system, ground system and com-
munication network. A diagram depicting the gen-
eral architecture of the CLESTA platform is shown
in figure 1. The on-board system, which is deployed
in each vehicle, includes the GPS/EGNOS position
sensor and the vehicle driver HMI. It interfaces to
the CLESTA communication network and manages
the software applications, which provide the CLESTA
services. The ground system consists of a processing
server to evaluate the overall situation and manage the
services, a ground HMI to interface with the ground
actors (air traffic controller, airport operation officer
and ground handling) and a communication server
to manage the communication links to the on-board
systems. The communication network allows the ex-
change of data between vehicles and ground system,
covering both the manoeuvering area and the apron
area. The network will be based on the Wi-Fi tech-
nology, demonstrating the ability of exploiting innov-
ative networks.
The on-board system block diagram consists of a
Communication and Navigation Unit (CNU), a dis-
play system, an EGNOS receiver and a Wi-Fi net-
work transponder. The CNU is an embedded process-
ing system based on an electronic board, which is a
modular box capable of being easily installed in the
vehicle. It runs the appropriate software modules to
provide traffic information, traffic context, conflicts/
infringements detection and service monitoring ser-
vices. The CNU drives the display system, which
provides the vehicle driver with information about the
situation awareness and the vehicle position in the air-
port and gives alerts in hazardous situations.
The ground system has a communication server man-
aging the communication with the vehicles through
Wi-Fi transponders. The core of the ground system
is the Processing Server linked to the Ground HMI
System (see figure 1). The latter runs the follow-
ing software modules: provide traffic information,
provide traffic context, conflicts/ infringements de-
tection and service monitoring. These modules to-
gether with a GPS/EGNOS receiver (for GPS time
synchronization) constitute the core components of
the Ground Processing System. The Ground HMI
System receives inputs from the Ground Processing
System modules, including the updated mobiles (ve-

hicles and aircrafts) positions over time. The traffic
information module provides the traffic information
(position, speed and identity of the mobiles). The
traffic context module is in charge of providing the
traffic context (airport configuration, runways status).
The conflicts/infringements module considers traffic
information and traffic context information as input
data, and generates C/I alert when a pre-defined Con-
flict/Infringement situation is detected according to
predefined scenarios. The service monitoring mod-
ule monitors the quality of service of CLESTA system
(equipment status, performances, operational failures,
etc.) and generates an alert when the CLESTA system
must not be used for the intended operation.

III. CLESTA SERVICES

From the ground surface movements point of view,
an airport layout can be broken down into the three
following segments: manoeuvring area, apron area
and public area. The manoeuvring area is composed
by runways and taxiways. It is under control of the
Air Traffic Control (ATC) authorities. A limited num-
ber of vehicles, together with aircraft, are operating in
this area, and ground control ensures safety by main-
taining adequate separation between the mobiles. The
apron area is mainly composed by parking areas. It is
under the joint responsibility of airport operators and
ATC authorities. A large number of vehicles are oper-
ating around the aircraft to support various activities,
such as passengers transfer, goods handling, aircraft
servicing and security. The public area corresponds
to the arrival and departure halls. It is the interface
of the airport with a variety of ground transportation
means. The CLESTA actors are the air traffic con-
troller, the airport operation officer, the ground han-
dling manager and the vehicle drivers. The CLESTA
services aim to improve safety for the airport move-
ments of vehicles and aircrafts on the manoeuvring
and apron areas (see figure 2).

Fig. 2. Airport responsibilities sharing.

For this purpose three different services are pro-
vided by CLESTA: surveillance service, control ser-



Fig. 1. General architecture of the CLESTA platform.

vice and guidance service. The surveillance service
aims to provide continuous surveillance of the traffic
situation for the air traffic controller. The surveillance
service includes traffic information (mobiles position
and identity) and traffic context (airport map repre-
sentation). The traffic data needs to be provided with
an adequate accuracy and update rate in order to sup-
port the decision-making process. The control ser-
vice provides conflict/ infringement alerts to the air
traffic controller. For example, a driver of an air-
port vehicle, during a runway inspection is first “vi-
sually identified” by the control service on the vehi-
cle HMI and, later on, is “soundly identified” if an
aircraft is approaching and the vehicle is still on run-
way. The guidance service aims to provide navigation
information for all the areas of the airport. This ser-
vice intends to reduce navigation errors, which might
occur in reduced visibility conditions or with non-
experienced drivers. The guidance service allows ve-
hicle drivers to visualize their own positions on a
moving map of the airport. For all the services the
objective is to improve the safety and the efficiency
of aircraft and ground vehicles movements.

IV. W I-FI NETWORK DEPLOYMENT

A. Generalities

Several governmental organisms legislate in their
countries to set available frequency ranges for pub-
lic applications and their associated maximum EIRP
(Effective Isotropic Radiated Power). These limita-
tions come from reserved military frequency bands
and public health reasons. In France, the ARCEP
(Autorité de Ŕegulation des Communications Elec-
troniques et des Postes, see [2]) allows the use of 2.4

GHz signals (802.11b/g norms) outside with a maxi-
mum EIRP of 100 mW. 5.8 GHz signals (802.11a) are
prohibited whatever be the EIRP. Actually, EIRP is
the apparent power transmitted towards the receiver,
if it is assumed that the signal is radiated equally in all
directions, such as a spherical wave emanating from
a source point, in other words, the arithmetic product
of the power supplied to an antenna and its gain.
In the CLESTA project, Wi-Fi server and client hard-
ware has been chosen to be compliant with the 3 phys-
ical norms (802.11 a,b and g) because the system will
be deployed in airports of different countries.

B. Link budget and EIRP specifications adherence

The maximum emitted power of the chosen AP is
19 dBm (relative unit in decibels related to the milli-
watt) following the product specifications and can be
converted to Watts using (1).

dBm = 10 log
(

Pmax

0.001

)
. (1)

This corresponds to a maximal emitted power
Pmax = 0.0794W . Knowing the emitted powerP
and the total gainGT (antenna gain minus cable and
connectors losses), the EIRP is obtained using (2):

EIRP = P.10
GT
10 . (2)

In order to respect the authorized EIRP of100mW ,
the emitted power must limited toP = 0.0524W
as shown in table 1. The theoretical link budget is
the modeling of the whole transmission chain which
means, for a transmission without obstacle:

• Emission [dBm]: emitter [dBm] - cable
loss [dB] + antenna gain [dBi].



TABLE I
EIRP DERIVATION .

AP output power P = 0.0524W

Antenna gain G = 6dB

Cable loss A1 = 2dB

Connectors loss A2 = 1.2dB
( 0.6dB by connector)

Total loss A = A1 + A2 = 3.2dB

Total gain GT = G−A = 2.8dB

EIRP EIRP = P.10
GT
10 = 0.0998W

• Propagation [dB]: free space loss [dB].
• Reception [dBm]: antenna gain [dBi] -

cable loss [dB] - receive sensitivity
[dB].

The Friis formula (3) is used to derive the free
space loss for a given distance and emitted power and
frequency:

Pr = PeGe

(
λ

4πd

)2

Gr (3)

with Pr: received power at observation point (W),Ge:
emission antenna linear gain,λ = C

f (wavelength in

meters) withC = 3.108m/s andf = 2.5 × 109 Hz,
d: distance between emitter and receptor (m) andGr:
receptor linear gain. The free space lossA =

(
λ

4πd

)2

can be expressed in dB as in (4)

A(dB) = 10 log
(

λ

4πd

)2

= −40.4− 20 log(d).

(4)
This represents a loss of−80.4 dB for a distance
d = 100 m. The totalEmission + Propagation +

Reception must be greater than zero for the system
to work. The remaining will give the security mar-
gin necessary to guarantee working despite interfer-
ers (other WLAN networks, bluetooth), the industrial
noise (microwave ovens) damaging Signal to Noire
Ration (SNR), atmospheric losses (humidity, disper-
sion, refraction) and badly orientated antennas. An
important security margin is necessary for long dis-
tance transmissions.
The link budget presented table 2 ensures a good se-
curity margin of approximatively35 dB.

C. Covered area

The typical airport area to be covered by the Wi-Fi
network is a 50 meters by 100 meters area depicted in
figure 3. It has been chosen to place 2 APs (Access
Points) antennas along the wall, even if a single one

Fig. 3. Wi-Fi network coverage.

woulda priori be enough to cover the whole area, for
several reasons:

• Some vehicles can mask other ones being situ-
ated between them and the AP.

• Security problems requiring an over-coverage of
the area with APs (better detection of rogue APs
and redundancy useful in case of hardware fail-
ure).

• Automatic adjustment of APs radiated power re-
quiring at least 2 APs in view (an AP tests the
other one by radio sweeps to estimate current
free space loss knowing the distance between the
2 antennas).

• Bad weather conditions (rain, snow, etc...) can
reduce transmitted radio power. According to
[1], 2.4 GHz signals may be attenuated by up to
0.05 dB/km by torrential rain (10 cm/hour) and
thick fog produces up to 0.02 dB/km attenuation
respectively 0.5 dB/km and 0.07 dB/km for 5.8
GHz signals). Even though rain itself does not
cause major propagation problems, rain will col-
lect on the top of obstacles and will produce at-
tenuation until it evaporates.

This use of several APs raises the problem of the com-
mutation of a mobile client when leaving an AP cov-



TABLE II
L INK BUDGET.

Emission Emitter output power 17.193 dBm
Cable losses −3.2 dB
Antenna gain 6 dBi

Propagation Free space loss −80.4 dB
Reception Antenna gain 6 dBi

Cable losses −4.4 dB
Receptor sensitivity −94 dBm

Total Remaining margin 35.193

erage area to enter in an other one (roaming). This
problem is addressed by the 802.11f recommendation
[3] introducing Inter Access Point Protocol (IAPP).
This document is only a draft and these recommen-
dations are not yet integrated by the different hard-
ware manufacturers. As a consequence, the only way
to ensure a working roaming functionality is to use
server hardware and software from a single manufac-
turer (base station software, Wi-Fi switch and APs)
integrating proprietary solutions. In most cases the
client hardware can be chosen freely as IAPP proto-
col only concerns the transmission of client creden-
tials between APs.
As shown in section IV-B, an important margin in the
link budget calculation (35 dB) and the use of 2 APs
with a working roaming functionality will ensure a
satisfactory coverage of all the area.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presented the CLESTA project, with
its general and detailed architecture (on-board and
ground systems) and the services it provides for lo-
calization of mobiles in an airport area. The two main
original points of the project are the use of EGNOS
satellite system to provide corrections to GPS posi-
tions and integrity measures and the use of a Wi-Fi
network deployed outside in the airport to transmit
CLESTA service messages. In the future, the use
of Wi-Max technology (802.16 xx norms, [4]) with
a data rate going up to 40-50 Mbps and a range of
several kilometers is envisaged when it is available.
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